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Speed never harmed anyone, we all know that; coming to the wrong kind of 
standstill is what gets you. 
  
The conversation in the queue outside the pearly gates of heaven must 
have changed markedly in the last hundred years. Gone will be the groups of 
guys discussing how not to lose a gunfight. All through the mid to late twentieth 
century they were discussing how they made the De-troit shroud. It's similar to 
Jesus and the Turin Shroud, but this is where you exit the world leaving the 
impression of your face in the sun visor. 
  
But times change. Even this has faded, principally due to two inventions - disc 
brakes and ABS. No, not abdominal muscles, those are for people with an 
inferiority complex. I mean Anti-lock brakes. 
  
Disc brakes were a British invention thought up by a man named Lanchester, 
but originally they did not work. 
  
The problem was not just the mechanism, but the fact that on the dirt roads of 
the time, better brakes would just lock up all the wheels and you skidded head 
first into the wall as previously. 
  
Disc brakes were a big step forward and made cars far safer on good 
pavement, but ultimately they cannot eliminate the old Lanchester problem 
which is that, sure, they stop the wheels turning, but do they stop the car? 
Definitely maybe. Not good enough. 
  
A disc brake is like a metal hat. 
  
If it happened to be spinning, the further from the centre you grabbed it, the 
easier it would be to make it stop. That's mechanical advantage. Further out 
from the centre. 
  
It's the same reason why you can move things in a wheelbarrow that you would 
not normally be able to lift. Because you are twice as far from the wheel as the 
heavy item, it only weighs half as much to you.The rest of the weight is taken 
by the air in the tire which has no feelings in the matter. 
  
The disc is grabbed by a thing called a caliper which is like a plier and can 
squeeze with a force of many tons. That's the lump you can see thru the 
spokes of your wheel. 
  
The pressure is provided by two things, 

 The muscles in your leg when you stamp on the brake pedal; 
 The engine 



When you press the brake pedal, a valve opens and a large round can under 
the hood is exposed to the suction caused by the spinning engine as it gulps air 
into itself. 
  
To give you an idea how much air an engine breathes, a 5-liter Mustang motor 
spinning at 3000 revs sucks in 33 gallons of air per second. A Mini, being 3 
times smaller, sucks in 11 gallons. Per second. Still a vast amount. 
  
This suction is used as a free source of instant assistance to make the car 
press its own brake pedal much harder. 
  
If you have ever wondered why the brakes of a car scare you to death by not 
working when the engine is off, this is it. You were only ever doing a tenth of 
the work in pressing the pedal. The engine was doing the other 90%. 
  
You may have noticed that the brakes work just once with the engine off, then 
quit on you. That's because the big metal pan called the "servo" stores up a 
vacuum the same way that a half-empty plastic water bottle shrinks in the 
refrigerator. Open it once and the effect is gone. 
  
The pressure created by you and the servo is sent to the caliper of the disc 

brake by fluid in a thin pipe. This is called hydraulic pressure, and it is precisely 

the same as the method that a bulldozer or tipper truck uses to lift giant 
amounts of dirt all at once. The same as a Case or John Deere digger uses to 
dig a hole five feet deep in twenty seconds. Those tube-shaped hydraulic rams 
with a gleaming shiny metal piston pushing thirty tons of dirt up in the air, they 
are just one half of a big caliper. 
  
The big deal with the fluid is that there must be no bubbles in it. 
  
If there were, the effort you applied by pressing the pedal would be wasted in 
just flattening the bubbles. The brakes would not work properly and it would be 
too late. Off to the pearly gates. 
  
So, we have pressure, mechanical advantage, engine assistance and no 
bubbles in the fluid to make up a system. 
  
So far, all this is very fine and makes the brakes stop the wheel. Still not good 
enough. 
  
Many years ago racing drivers, like Fangio and Fittipaldi and Stirling Moss et al, 
figured a way to use brakes on wet and slippery surfaces and stay alive. It 
meant pressing the brake pedal repeatedly every time, applying the pressure 
not constantly but frequently. The name they came up with was "cadence 
braking." 
  
It works fine as long as you never make a mistake or panic. If you do, it's 
curtains. 
  
In the same way that you see the left hand of a violinist wobble on the neck of 
the violin to make that pulsating vibrato sound, applying pressure to the brakes 
in pulses allows any wheel that locks up and skids on a wet road to spin up 
again instantly, then be slowed again by the next pulse. Every wheel can have 



another chance to slow you down properly - twenty times a second. 
  
Brake manuacturers had to come up with a mechanism to put the skill of 
Fangio in the brake system of every car. 
  
ABS is it. 
  
Under the hood, the brake pipes all disappear into a block of aluminum with 
valves in it and an electric motor. 
  
Each wheel has a sensor watching it to see if it mysteriously stops turning on a 
wet road, and the sensors feed a computer, this time made from two $1 
calculators to check each others mistakes, which are rare, but what the heck. 
  
The computer spins the electric motor to repeatedly punch the valve for any 
wheel that does not contribute to slowing down the car in the right way. 
  
This means that no matter how many wheels meet slippery iron grids in the 
road or white lines, each wheel does the job more correctly within the same 
one-second of available time and the car slows down straight without spinning 
off the road. 
  
  
Here endeth the lesson. 
  
Except to say that the company that perfected it was German. Robert Bosch, 
no less. 
  
I suggest we all wear shorts once a year to say thank you. 
  
And drink beer. 
  
As for brake questions, here are the usual answers: 
  
Q. What's that chattering in the brake pedal when I brake hard on a wet day? 
A. That's the ABS waking up and working. You just had your neck saved. 
  
Q. Why are the front discs on so many vehicles far bigger than the rear ones? 
A. Virtually all the braking work is done at the front just because you're going 
forwards. The rear wheels lock up more easily because the weight of the 
vehicle is thrown forward when you brake. The car designer uses his computer 
to do the crazy complex math about how much smaller the rear discs should 
be. Worse than rocket science. You don't have to get insurance on a rocket. 
  
Q. Should I respond to advertising for brake pads in car mags or work on my 
own brakes? 
A. Only if you are highly competent and understand the risk.... your life. So, 
er... no. 
  
Q. What's all this about DOT3, DOT4 and DOT5 brake fluids? 
A. As the years have gone by, oil companies have developed brake fluids that 
are less and less hygroscopic, meaning that they absorb less moisture from the 



air. Under heavy braking, discs get super-hot and gow red. The pads and 
caliper are equally hot. Moisture that gets into the brake fluid over the years 
through expansion and contraction of all the metal parts on rainy days causes 
bubbles of steam inside the caliper which reduce the efficiency of each brake in 
random ways and make the ABS work harder or not at all well:  

 DOT3 was the third chemical generation of fluid and better than 
previous. You could go two years, maybe, without changing the fluid 
but with full confidence. 

 DOT4 is better still, allowing much longer service intervals for the 
vehicle. 

 DOT5 was intended to operate for the life of the vehicle, but I'd be 
willing to bet manufacturers use it in new cars and still print "Use DOT4 
fluid only" on the filler cap. They may change it and charge you for the 
work, not to rip you off, but because only a living Customer can buy a 
another new car later. Dead men buy no cars. Engineers will believe 
DOT5 fluid is infallible after 100 years, not less. Maybe. 

Q. When the light appears in the dash saying the brakes are not good, what's 
really happened? 
A. Usually, it's when the brake pads that actually touch the disc wear away. 
They are designed to wear away, but cannot be made to wear out exactly the 
same day you need an oil change. Can't be helped... and everyone is in the 
same boat. GET IT CHECKED the SAME DAY. Same advice if your ABS light 
comes on. It's always serious and ABS is expensive - very. 
  
When your car is serviced they have the wheels off anyway, so if the light has 
never come on before three years, get them to change your front pads anyway 
at the 3-year service. That's not gospel, just a recommendation. 
  
Q. Why do some cars make a thumping noise when you brake? 
A. Everyone remembers a vinyl LP record getting warped. A brake disc can get 
warped, too. It occurs due to uneven heating and cooling. It's like the flu, 
everyone gets it sometime. It means a new disc, and it's recommended to 
change them two at a time. Both fronts or both rears. Discs are not very 
expensive, go with it. And if you have new discs, have new pads on the new 
discs. 
  
Go with it? 
  
Yeah... Life is a set of brakes. 

 

 


